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17th December 2018

December 2018 Business Highlights

On the business front, the BOGs for MFH had a meeting on the 8th of December 2018. During the
meeting, it was reported that the arrears for fees this term was at 3%. The management was
encouraged by members to do their best to have more children in the school as well as ensuring the
effective implementation of the fees policy.
It was resolved in the meeting that there wais need to have a decent exit strategy for the children
finishing their college this in 2019. The strategy is to be detailed enough to take care of all the students
sponsored by ?? at MFH. Three members of the BOG i.e. Mrs. Annet Magolo, Mr. Bosco Musoba Bosco
and Mr. Aaron Bwana Aaron the Mmanager were assigned to come up with suggestions by the 15th of
January 2018 and share it with the rest of the members. The strategies suggested by the members shall
be discussed and passed by the BOG’s meeting that shall convene in March 2018.
In the effort to solve the issue of the court cases involving Lion of Judah House and Busei land in Iganga,
Pastor Ernest and John Faith had a meeting with Daniel and Florence. This was a followup meeting from
the one that was done by John Faith and Pastor Apollo Massa in September 2018. In the meeting, it was
resolved that both cases beare withdrawn from court. HCCT to let PTC have Busei land for 2 major
purposes i) Church and a Bible school (aAs requested by Daniel), though it was discovered that PTC had
already sold part of the land, estimated at 2 acres. HCCT is to meet the legal fees for PTC up to UGX.
50m as well as its own. All these resolutions were brought to the attention of Ivan the legal
representative of HCCT. Ivan was left with a responsibility to contact the Lawyer for PTC and work on
how to ensure the process is well followed and the matter fully concluded. Ivan was to receive written
instruction from Pastor Ernest before he communicates to the lawyer for PTC.
Pastor Ernest and John Faith visited Uganda Christian University to hand over the certificate of title that
was in their custody as a form of security for the money that HCCT loaned to the University. The
Certificate of Title was received by Dr. Erisa Higenyi Erisa, the College Secretary, the University Bursar,
Mr. Martin Masuba and the University Internal Auditor, Mr. Sam Wasike. Pastor expressed his gratitude
to the University for fulfilling their obligation as detailed in the loan agreement.

Pastor Ernest handing back the Certificate of Title to UCU Staff. It was used at security for a loan

